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It can excite an organization with purpose and meaning.  
Pull people into alignment and action towards opportunity.  
And create collective effort to realize important outcomes.

Powerful narratives throughout history — religious narratives, national 
narratives — are greater possibilities that people dedicate or even sacrifice 
their lives for. Narratives involve us in pursuit of a bigger purpose. More than 
just selling product, or this quarter’s profitability, narratives engage us with the 
ability to see, believe and participate in what’s possible.

Their superhuman power comes from a shared belief in a greater potential, a 
belief that sparks imagination and ignites action.

This webinar focuses on these aspects of Narrative Design:

 » Converting perspective into possibility
 » Leadership responsibility to consciously evolve narrative
 » The superhuman power of narrative
 » Narrative structure
 » Anti-narrative

 

Converting Perspective into Possibility
If Foresight Design is looking through multiple focal points — now, near, 
far — to bring the future into current decisions, leaders need a way to bring 
others along into the future they see. One way is through narrative.

The leaders, teams and organizations most of us admire are self-authored in 
this very way. They have the perspective to understand what matters. They 
have the effectiveness to take steps toward the greater possibility they see. 
And they use narrative to enroll others in realizing that greater possibility.
 

Leadership is Authorship
Effective leaders tend to the narrative, inspiring their teams and organizations.

Often leaders need to overwrite an existing narrative. In reality, an 
organization always has a narrative. It’s just that the narrative has become 
so ingrained that people aren’t conscious of it. Frequently it’s an out-of-date, 
silent, but powerful force that slows or prevents an organization’s evolution.

Narrative has 
superhuman power.
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TRANSFORMATION IS A 
DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Unboundary approaches transformation 
design through a combination of six 
distinct design disciplines.

EFFECTIVENESS DESIGN

FORESIGHT DESIGN

NARRATIVE DESIGN

CULTURE DESIGN

STRATEGY DESIGN

ORGANIZATION DESIGN

Our “Design Your Future” is a 6-week 
webinar series where we focus on a 
different design discipline each week.
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Narratives can go feral, becoming overgrown and impenetrable. 
And if the narrative is haphazard, people will start quilting 
their own. The result is multiple, individual narratives pursuing 
different possibilities.

What is the current narrative of your team or your organization? 
What do you see that is unique to your organization? What is your 
organization’s role and relevance in the world? 
 

Narrative vs. Story
Narrative is different from story. Stories are self-contained 
— they have a beginning, middle and resolution. Unlike 
story, narrative is open-ended, and each person’s actions can 
shape and add to it. Its resolution is neither guaranteed nor 
automatic, but hinges upon the actions and choices of the 
organization and its people.

Narrative is a call-to-action to a greater possibility. It asks 
something of us. You might be passive about a story, but you 
are involved in a narrative. It’s more akin to a movement, 
rather than a story.

Stories, can however, support a larger narrative. Discrete 
stories can demonstrate progress, provide proof, or illustrate 
first examples of a new future.
 

Example of Narrative Structure
While there is no set formula or template for narrative, here’s 
one way to think about the underlying structure.

At its base is PERSPECTIVE: capturing the sensemaking, 
synthesis and alignment of what you see.

On that we stack POSSIBILITY — the futureview, the 
purpose or trajectory that we’re agreeing and committing to.

Then, we stack PATH & PRIORITIES — what the possibility 
requires now, next and in the future.

Finally, we cap the stack with PROGRESS and NEW 
PERFORMANCE — sharing progress consistently and 
persistently, often in terms of what’s being learned.
 

Deep Points of View
A DPOV is a clear articulation of a stable foresight that will 
influence, shape or help create an organization’s future.

This is valuable for transitioning from FORESIGHT to 
NARRATIVE because DPOVs convert your strongest insights 
into axioms or principles.

For example, three of Amazon’s DPOVs:

 » People will never want things to cost more.
 » People will never want things delivered slower.
 » People will never want things to be harder to get.

Think how this perspective would shape brainstorming, 
innovation and strategic plans as you map the future. It’s easy 
to see how Amazon’s DPOVs align and guide the company that 
strives to be the most customer-obsessed on earth.

DPOVs are solid material to create that base rock in your rock 
stack. Successful narratives spring from beliefs that are deeper 
and more intrinsic to the core reason the organization exists.
 

Messaging Grids as the Anti-Narrative
Short closing thought: don’t get sucked into the trap of 
believing a messaging deck is the way to get everyone “singing 
off the same song sheet.” Do the harder work of narrative to 
create alignment, energize and inspire an organization to live 
into a new future.

“Shifting perspective is  
more powerful than being  
really smart.”
ASTRO TELLER, CAPTAIN OF MOONSHOTS,  
ALPHABET’S X 



NYT: 2020 Report
34 minute read | The New York Times

One of our favorite narratives is the New York Times 2020 Report charting their path forward. It’s 
a master class in using perspective to enroll others in new possibilities and path forward. Clear, 
illuminating, powerful . . . oh right, it’s the New York Times.

FULL ARTICLE >

These articles provide a deeper dive into the ideas we shared.

DPOV: The Institutional Yes
27 minute read | Harvard Business Review

Every once in a while there’s a classic article where every time you read it, you pick up 
something important. This 2007 (yes, 2007!) interview with Jeff Bezos is packed with timeless 
wisdom. If you want to leap to where he talks about DPOVs, it’s right beneath the infographic 
on Amazon’s Course.

FULL ARTICLE >

Unboundary is a transformation design firm. In an era where adapting at or above 
the pace of change in the world is essential, we know that organizations only adapt 
as fast as their leaders. Over 30 years, we’ve partnered with leaders at some of the 
best known organizations, ensuring they are future ready.

To get our analysis of this narrative, please email us at hello@unboundary.com

Reach out with questions, conversation, or to  
learn more about Unboundary and how we  
partner with clients.

Tod Martin
tod@unboundary.com
404-614-4281

“Narratives are not just ‘nice to have.’ They  
are increasingly the foundation that will drive 
business success. Those who master this 
opportunity will be able to harness increasing 
returns while those who don’t will remain 
trapped in the purgatory of diminishing  
returns until the inevitable collapse.”
JOHN HAGEL, EDGE PERSPECTIVES

https://www.nytimes.com/projects/2020-report/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/projects/2020-report/index.html
https://hbr.org/2007/10/the-institutional-yes
https://hbr.org/2007/10/the-institutional-yes
mailto:hello%40unboundary.com?subject=NYT%20Narrative%20Analysis
mailto:tod%40unboundary.com?subject=Unboundary%20Transformation%20Tuesdays

